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Summary

Scanning electron microscopy was used to characterize the erosion of annealed copper and aluminum surfaces produced by both single- and multiple-particle impacts. Macroscopic 3.2-millimeter-diameter steel balls and microscopic, brittle erodant particles were projected by a gas gun system so as to impact at normal incidence at speeds up to 140 meters per second. During the impacts by the larger steel balls, extensive deformation leading to extrusion, fracture of surface layers, and adhesive material transfer to the steel ball were observed. During the impacts by the brittle erodant particles, at lower speeds, the erosion behavior was similar to that observed for the larger steel balls. At higher velocities, particle fragmentation and the subsequent cutting by the radial wash of debris created a marked change in the erosion mechanism.

Introduction

The erosion behavior of ductile metals has been studied by many investigators, notably Finnie (refs. 1 to 3), Tilly (refs. 4 to 8), and Bitter (refs. 9 and 10). These and other researchers have attempted to treat erosion analytically by fitting data to mathematical expressions containing empirical parameters and relating these expressions to a concept of a mechanism. For example, Finnie believes that cutting by the erodant particles should form the basis for an analytical treatment; Tilly suggests that erodant fragmentation must be considered; and Bitter suggests deformation behavior must be considered, particularly for normal incidence. Surprisingly little work on the erosion of ductile metals studied by scanning electron microscopy has been reported.

This investigation was conducted to study the erosion process of ductile metals at a normal angle of incidence by scanning electron microscopy. Both single- and multiple-particle impingement experiments were performed. The eroded surfaces and the erodant particles were examined, and evidence for erosion mechanisms was obtained.

Apparatus and Procedure

Two impingement methods were used for these studies. In the first method, a small-muzzle gas gun of a design suggested by Hutchings (ref. 11) was used to accelerate a plastic sabot. A schematic is shown in figure 1. Inside the end of the sabot was either a single 3.2-millimeter-diameter, hardened (700 to 900 kg/mm²) AISI 52100 steel ball or a small charge (~4 mm³) of erodant particles: 15-micrometer glass beads, 50-micrometer silicon carbide, or 50-micrometer aluminum oxide. A sample of the ductile metal to be eroded was mounted in a holder with the surface normal to the muzzle direction. The velocity of the steel ball was directly measured by a photo-optical gate assembly, and the erodant compact particles were assumed to have approximately the same velocity as that measured for the steel ball when the gas gun was operated under the same pressure.

In the second method, an industrial air abrasive machine, with the same erodant particles as in the first method, was used. In this machine a carrier gas at high pressure (in this case, argon at 80 psi) flows through a nozzle (1.18 mm diam) and accelerates the particles toward the surface of the ductile metal sample mounted normal to the particle stream. No measurement of actual particle velocities was made with this particular machine.

The ductile metals used for these experiments were annealed, oxygen-free, high-conductivity (OFHC) copper and annealed 6061 aluminum alloy (Al-1.0Mg-0.6Si-0.25Cu-0.25Cr). The hardness values were 57 kg/mm² for the annealed copper and 37.5 kg/mm² for the annealed aluminum alloy.

![Figure 1. Schematic of single-particle impingement apparatus.](image-url)
Results

Steel-Ball Impacts

Both single and multiple impacts into the surface of the annealed copper and aluminum alloy samples were performed. It was of interest to determine from SEM (scanning electron microscopy) observation whether or not the mechanisms for the smaller erodant particles were similar to those observed for the larger steel balls.

Following impact, the sample surfaces and the steel balls were examined in the SEM to observe impact damage. Figure 2 shows two views of a multiple-impact region on a copper surface: a top view and a section through the center of the impact region. The impacts were at a speed of 140 meters per second. Of particular interest are the region between two adjacent impacts and the region below (subsurface) the impact zone. Figure 3 presents higher magnification micrographs, in this case from an aluminum surface, of the extruded metal peaks. Note in particular the extensive cracking and the layer-like structure. Very thin lamellae of aluminum were observed to occur on the sides and bottoms of impact craters (fig. 4). Such lamellae are likely to be easily detached on subsequent impacts. Transfer of aluminum in very thin layers to a steel ball on impact had been confirmed by X-ray analysis (ref. 12). The amount of transferred material per impact seemed to increase with the number of impacts.
The lamellae were not observed for copper. Rather, copper exhibits the formation of a thicker, highly deformed layer (fig. 5) and, with repeated impacts, both lateral and transverse cracking (fig. 6). Adhesive transfer of copper to the steel ball occurs, and the amount appears to increase with the number of impacts (i.e., the amount per impact increases with total number of impacts). There is clear evidence of tensile fracture in the copper as a result of adhesion during impact. The micrograph of figure 7 shows a region near the bottom of an impact crater made in an annealed copper sample that had been impacted several times. A layer of material nearly 1 micrometer thick had been removed. Analogous pictures of the ball surface after this impact are shown in figure 8. The X-ray map clearly shows a rather heavy film of copper transferred onto the steel surface. It is likely that, with repeated impacts, fracture is more extensive because of the presence of cracks from previous impacts. No marked change in mechanisms could be inferred for either copper or aluminum as the number of impacts increased.

Erodant-Particle Impacts

Most erosion-causing particles in actual operating systems are considerably smaller and more angular than the steel balls used for the experiments described in the previous section. To observe if there were differences between the larger steel balls and actual erodant particles, the surfaces of annealed copper and aluminum samples were impacted by compacts of erodant particles of aluminum oxide and silicon carbide and glass beads. Figure 9 shows micrographs of silicon carbide particles and glass beads. The aluminum oxide particles were similar to the silicon carbide particles in size and shape.

Tilly, et al. (refs. 7 and 8) have discussed erosion as a two-stage process consisting of the primary impact and secondary fragmentation effects. These researchers showed that the extent of fragmentation depends on particle size, shape, and velocity. In the experiments reported herein, significant particle fragmentation was observed to occur (fig. 10). Clearly, cutting and plowing by the debris is a significant mechanism in such situations. A velocity of 140 meters per second corresponds to the lower end of the data published by Tilly regarding percent fragmentation versus velocity. However, those
barrage by means of the industrial machine exhibits overlapping, plastically deformed craters without any evidence of particle fragmentation. This suggests that although the gas-stream velocity through the nozzle may be rather high, the actual particle velocity may be much lower. This was confirmed by Neilson and Gilchrist (ref. 14), who actually measured the erodant particle velocities photoelectrically and compared those values with the calculated efflux velocity of the gas stream. They found that the particle velocity, depending on the particle mass to gas mass ratio, could be less than one-fourth the efflux velocity.

When glass beads were replaced with silicon carbide particles in the industrial air abrasive machine, significant particle fragmentation occurred under the same conditions. The extent of fragmentation data were for 125- to 150-micrometer quartz particles. In addition to fragmenting, the smaller erodant particles, particularly the angular particles, often become embedded in the ductile metal surfaces (fig. 11). This effect has been reported before and accounts for initial weight gains reported in some experimental studies of erosion (ref. 13).

Surfaces of aluminum that were eroded both by gas gun at 93 meters per second and by exposure to the stream produced by an industrial air abrasive machine are shown in figure 12. Both surfaces were eroded by the same-size spherical glass beads. Clearly, the surface resulting from bombardment by means of the gas gun is more severely damaged, and both particle fragmentation and embedment have occurred. The surface resulting from bom-
lamellar structure that was observed for the impact of steel balls onto aluminum. This suggests that the prominent mechanism under those conditions is a deformation-induced fracture of surface layers. Since significant adhesion and material transfer occur for the steel-ball impacts into aluminum and copper, it is likely that adhesion between these smaller erodant particles and the metal may also occur. No evidence for aluminum transfer onto the glass beads was obtained by X-ray, however. For copper eroded by aluminum oxide particles, significant amounts of copper were detected on the “used” particles (fig. 14). For aluminum eroded by glass beads, it is likely that any transfer, if occurring, is in layers too thin to be detected by electron-beam-induced X-ray analysis but able to

was such that light was emitted from a metal surface being struck by the stream of silicon carbide particles. Light is emitted as a result of fracture of silicon carbide (ref. 15). Silicon carbide probably fragments because of the uneven stress distribution on the sharp, angular silicon carbide particles. This is in contrast to the glass beads, which are round. The fragmentation is responsible in part for the higher erosion rate produced with silicon carbide compared with glass beads.

The surface of aluminum after long exposure to the machine-produced, glass-bead stream is shown in figure 13. Ripples are observed on the eroded surface as reported and discussed by Finnie and Kabil (ref. 1). Higher magnification reveals the
predict material loss rates by consideration of only one mechanism will be limited in usefulness.

Fundamental studies on erosion mechanisms have been performed by other investigators on the basis of single-particle impacts of spherical or angular projectiles (refs. 17 to 19). Most of these investigations were conducted at oblique rather than normal incidence, with the result that a cutting mechanism was seen to predominate. At normal incidence the primary impact seems to do very little cutting, and other mechanisms of material removal are involved. At low particle velocity the dominant mechanism seems to be deformation-induced fracture of surface layers. At higher velocities, fragmentation of the particles, depending mainly on the erodant particle shape, occurs and can be detected by a more surface-sensitive technique such as Auger spectroscopy or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ref. 16).

Discussion

The erosion of ductile metals at normal incidence does not have a single responsible mechanism. Rather, many different processes that can occur simultaneously result in material removal. The magnitude of the erosion produced by any one mechanism may vary from inconsequentially small to extremely significant depending on the erosion conditions—such as the angle of impingement and the velocity, type, and size of the erodant particles. Clearly, any theory of erosion that attempts to
the resulting radial wash of sharp debris results in cutting. Also, as the particle velocity increases, another erosion mechanism, namely adhesive material transfer from the target onto the erodant particles, becomes increasingly significant. As observed earlier (ref. 12) the amount of adhesively transferred material increases with impact velocity, and thus this mechanism of material removal is more significant at high particle velocity. The amount of material removal by adhesive transfer also depends on the combination of erodant and target materials and the degree of target deformation.

(a) Gas gun (impact velocity, 93 m/sec).

(b) Industrial abrasive machine.

Figure 12. - Annealed 6061 aluminum surface eroded by glass beads impinged by two methods.

Figure 13. - Erosion crater in 6061 aluminum, produced by glass-bead impact.

Figure 14. - Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum of aluminum oxide erodant particles after impact against annealed copper.
Summary of Results

Extensive examination by scanning electron microscopy of copper and aluminum that had been subjected to erosive impacts revealed many important features. During impact by relatively large steel balls, extensive deformation, extrusion, and adhesive material transfer occurred. The deformed aluminum formed lamellae that could be easily removed on subsequent impacts. Copper experienced tensile fracture because of the strong adhesion bonding.

For high-velocity impacts (~140 m/sec) with brittle, erodant microscopically sized particles (such as glass beads or silicon carbide), particle fragmentation and embedment along with adhesive material transfer from the target onto the erodant particle are the significant features of the erosion process. Cutting of the extruded metal by the fragmentation debris becomes a significant erosion mechanism under such conditions. At lower speeds (~90 m/sec) the main erosion mechanism seems to be fracture of surface layers.
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